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SuSanA is an open network that supports achieving the SDGs particularly on Sanitation
• Links on the ground experiences with an engaged community
• Aims at promoting innovation and best practices
• SuSanA currently has 9000 individual members & 310 partner organisations
Current SuSanA Products and Outputs

13 Working Groups
- Case studies (94)
- Working group factsheets (14)
- Library (2354), project DB (375),
- Videos (418), photo database (< 12 000)
- Thematic Online Discussions
- Webinars
- Key publications

- SuSanA website
  - Partner profiles
  - Events calendar
- SuSanA Forum
- SFD-Portal
- FSM4-digital home
SuSanA reaches:

- 8500 Newsmail subscribers
- 6142 Facebook followers
- 3567 Twitter followers
- Over 46,000 page views on average per month throughout the last year
- Members from 166 countries
Face to face SuSanA Meetings

Map showing the locations of various meetings around the world with specific dates and cities.
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A network with „Cooperation Systems“

- SEI – BMGF grant Phase III → KM and impact of SuSanA (2016-2019)
- SEI – BMGF grant Phase II → Forum (until June 2016)
- GIZ – BMGF grant SFD-Phase II (2015-2018)
- Akvo → WG Wiki (until mid-2017)
- India Sanitation Coalition/Arghyam → Indian Chapter (2015-2018)
- SDC-cewas → Regional Chapter Middle East (2016-2019)
- Foreign Office GER - GTO → Regional chapter Middle East (2015-2017)
- WaterAID → SanMark integration (2016/2017)
- WSSCC → Sector Events Calendar (2016 - 2017)
- Various Partners → Thematic Online Discussions
Regional Chapter: India

- **3 year cooperation** with the India Sanitation Coalition
- **Coordinator of the India Chapter** (Nitya Jacob) hired on part-time basis, financed by the India Sanitation Coalition / Arghyam
- **Steering Group** of the India Chapter is composed of representatives of ISC, Arghyam, SuSanA Secretariat and the SuSanA Core Group (Vishwanath & Dayanand)
SuSanA MENA Chapter

- **Objectives:**
  - Gather resources relevant and adapted to the MENA context and make them accessible for local stakeholders
  - Regional exchange and trainings

- **Steering Group** is composed of representatives from: cewas, eawag, SDC, BORDA, GTO/GWN, ACWUA, University of Jordan, SuSanA Secretariat
Thank you!